
Comp 4030/6030 (Design/Analysis of Algorithms) Spring 2020. Homework
4.
Submissions: This assignment is due in class on T Feb 25th 2020. Each student must submit his or her own assignment.
Solutions can either be typed in Latex, MSWord or other such word processing software, or printed clearly. You must
write your name and UUID clearly on your submitted assignment. For the programming problems the code must be in
Python and should be submitted in a Dropbox folder (called “HW4 submission”).

Academic Integrity: You are encouraged to work in groups, but everyone must write out their own solutions. Absolutely
no word to word copying is allowed. Please refer to the course policies and schedules about this. If you have worked with
other students on the assignment or referred to external sources, please mention all names and sources on your assignment.

Partial solutions: If you are sure that you know how to arrive at a solution, but you get stuck in some place, it is better
to write the partial solution. Honest attempts at partial solutions will be awarded.

4030/6030 points: This HW has no extra problems or a different points scheme for 6030 students.

Name:
UID:
Email:
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Problem 1 [10 + 20 = 30 pts] The code for the selection algorithm has been uploaded to elearn. As pointed out in
class, the code is incorrect because there may be multiple elements equal to the one we are partitioning around (x) and
while the counts lt, eq, gt are computed correctly, the x may not necessarily occur where they should. On paper submit
as problem 1, an example where this incorrect code may lead to incorrect result. Also, change the code (dont change the
function names etc.) to fix this. Your modified code should also run the partitioning in linear time. This code should be
submitted on dropbox.

Problem 2 [30 pts] Quicksort is a sorting algorithm that works as follows. Partition the array around some element x.
Then, sort the left half recursively, sort the right half, and your array is now sorted! Use the partition function developed
in class (and Problem 1) to implement this. Your code should be put in a file name qsort.py and the function to sort
should take a list L as argument and should be named “quicksort”.

Problem 3 [40 pts] Solve problem 2.19 from the textbook.
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